
Don’t Inadvertently Become an Insurance Company! 

As a Canadian employer, you are generally entitled to terminate the employment of your staff 

(where there’s no just cause) in one of two ways: 

(1) by providing reasonable working notice in advance of the termination; or 

(2) by terminating the employment immediately, and providing pay in lieu of reasonable notice.    

Most of the dentists we serve across the country typically prefer the second option, whereby 

the employee will cease active work immediately.  There are usually sound reasons for that preference.  

If the trust that is necessary to an employer-employee relationship has eroded, it is reasonable for you 

no longer to want that employee in your office.  If you provide disability benefits to your staff, however, 

you need to understand that this situation has the potential to become an absolutely disastrous 

financial calamity.  This article is about avoiding that disaster.   

 Canadian Courts consider an employee entitled to be “made whole” upon the termination of 

their employment.  So the employee is entitled to be compensated for any losses they suffer during 

their reasonable notice period (which may be up to two years, at “common law”!)  This is another of the 

many reasons it is absolutely imperative today to put all of your staff on proper, written contracts that 

are carefully drafted by an employment law expert as it is possible to reduce this unreasonable liability 

by tens of thousands of dollars, sometimes six figures.  Generally, the losses an employee suffers upon 

termination can be categorized as wages (salary) and benefits.  As is fairly common in the Canadian 

employment law context, the obligations that Courts place upon employers legally are ill-fitted (to say 

the least) to the business and market realities.  Disability insurance almost always terminates upon the 

cessation of active employment.  This disconnect between our legal obligation as employers and the 

market reality creates a disability gap:  the employee is legally entitled to continued disability coverage 

which is no longer available under the terms of the plan.  Now what? 

The Courts have held that in a disability gap situation, the employer effectively must step into 

the shoes of the insurer.  As a result, the employer becomes liable for providing wage replacement 

benefits to the employee for the length of the disability (which may be the entire duration of the 

employee’s work life!)  For example, in one recent case, the employee (who was diagnosed with cancer 

during what would have been his notice period) was held entitled to 22 months of his compensation, 

plus $260,000 for lost disability benefits.  For many of our dentist clients across the country, such a legal 

liability would trigger insolvency, if not bankruptcy.   

What are the best practices to deal with this potentially debilitating liability? 

1.  Always use proper contracts (that are drafted by a lawyer who practises only in 

employment law and who is specialized in the dental industry) with every single person you 

ever hire. 

2. Focus the benefits that you provide to your staff away from disability coverage toward other 

areas (such as health spending accounts) that do not entail such catastrophic results.   



3. Never terminate an employee without consulting a specialized employment lawyer. 

Whatever you do, do not inadvertently become an insurance company! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mariana Bracic, BA (Hons), JD, is the founder of MBC Legal, Canada’s employment law firm for doctors.  She may 

be reached at 905-825-2268 or mbracic@mbclegal.ca.  She would genuinely love to hear from you and hopes that 

it is before you fall into this or any other employment law pitfall. 
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